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Nephlite finds himself in hot water when his identity is revealed in front of Molly and now he needs to
find a way to find the Silver Crystal or face extermination. He believes that Molly may be the key to
finding it, as well as the identity to who Sailor Moon really is and so he journeys to her home in the
middle of the night to get some answers. Using his Star Crystal, a creation of his own design,
Nephlite learns part of the puzzle to the Silver Crystal's creation and then he cooks up a story in the
hopes of getting Molly to assist him. Molly, teary-eyed, tells Nephilte that she can't help him and
calls Serena for help. Fearing that her friend's life is in danger, Serena races to Molly's home and
transforms, not knowing that Nephlite had been eavesdropping on their conversation and now, he
has witnessed Sailor Moon's true identity...making her an easier target for Nephlite to locate and
terminate. But problems arise for friend and foe, when Zoisite sends her youma warriors to abduct
Molly and leave Nephlite an ultimatum: hand over the Star Crystal or watch Molly be harmed. The
'termination' of Sailor Moon would have to be put on hold, as Nephlite (who has warmed up to Molly)
decides to go rescue her on his own. Could this be a trap? And will Nephlite see it in time to save not
only himself, but Molly from an untimely demise? 7cb1d79195
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